Department Committees AY2023-2024
(Updated on June 30, 2023)

Executive Committee
Shuguang Wang, Chair
Adam Helfer (1), Hema Srinivasan (1), Bill Banks (2), Stamatis Dostoglou (3), Konstantin Makarov (3)

Department P&T Documents Committee (Updates/revision)
Dan Edidin (Chair), Carlo Morpurgo, Hema Srinivasan

AY23-24 TT faculty Search/Hiring Committee
Adam Helfer (Chair), Tanya Christiansen, Zhenbo Qin.

Qualifying Examination Committee
Carlo Morpurgo, Chair
Dana Weston, Calin Chindris, Dan Edidin, Hema Srinivasan, Petros Valettas, Loukas Grafakos, Dale Cutkosky

Graduate and Doctoral Faculty Committee
Ian Aberbach, Chair
Asma Harcharras, Alex Koldobskiy, Charles Li,
Ex Officio: Calin Chindris

Graduate Affairs Committee
Calin Chindris, Chair
Stamatis Dostoglou, Dan Edidin, Hema Srinivasan, Adam Helfer, Dana Weston, Stephen Montgomery-Smith, Charles Li, Zhenbo Qin

Curriculum Committee
Asma Harcharras, Chair
Tanya Christiansen, Konstantin Makarov, Carlo Morpurgo, Sam Walsh, Ian Aberbach, Adam Helfer, Stamatis Dostoglou, Stephen Montgomery-Smith, Rankeya Datta
Ex Officio: Dustin Belt, Calin Chindris

Library Committee
Dana Weston, Chair
Dale Cutkosky, Alex Koldobsky, Allanus Tsoi, Petros Valettas, Charles Li, Carlo Morpurgo

Annual Review Committee for Associate Professors
Igor Verbitsky, Chair
Tanya Christiansen, Dale Cutkosky, Adam Helfer, Konstantin Makarov, Alex Koldobsky, Zhenbo Qin.
Annual Review Committee for Assistant Professors  
Steve Hofmann, Chair  
Ian Aberbach, Dan Edidin, Peter Pivovarov, Calin Chindris, Loukas Grafakos, Stephen Montgomery-Smith.

Annual Review Committee for Full-Time, Non-Regular Teaching Faculty  
Executive Committee

Review Committee for Hiring and Promoting Ranked, Non-Tenure-Track Faculty  
Appointed by EC if needed.

Richard G. Miller Scholars Committee  
Dale Cutkosky, Chair  
Dan Edidin, Steve Hofmann, Alex Koldobskiy, Igor Verbitsky, Bill Banks  
Ex Officio: Shuguang Wang

Richard G. Miller Opportunities for Excellence Committee  
Executive Committee

International Student Screening Committee  
Dana Weston, Chair  
Calin Chindris  
Ex Officio: Luiza DeSouza, Asma Harcharras

Excellence in Teaching Committee  
Ian Aberbach, Chair  
Tanya Christiansen, Peter Pivovarov, Asma Harcharras, Chartese Jones  
Ex-Officio members: Luiza DeSouza, Elena Koucherik, Dustin Belt, Luciana Bobitan.

Awards Committee  
Tanya Christiansen, Chair  
Allanus Tsoi, Sam Walsh, Bill Banks, Peter Pivovarov, Ian Aberbach. Others may be solicited to help prepare award dossiers.

Committee for Mentoring Underrepresented Minority Graduate Students  
Stephen Montgomery-Smith, Chair  
Dale Cutkosky, Hema Srinivasan, Sam Walsh, Dana Weston, Michael Pang, Bill Banks, Chartese Jones, Luiza DeSouza, Asma Hacharras.  
Ex Officio: Calin Chindris.

Grade A Plus Scholarship Committee  
Stephen Montgomery-Smith, Chartese Jones.
Math Department Website/faculty research
Sam Walsh, Petros Valettas

Advanced Placement Coordinator
Dustin Belt

Mathematics Competition Advisor
Sam Walsh

Course Coordinators
Math 0110 - Luiza DeSouza
Math 1050 – Luiza DeSouza
Math 1100 - Luiza DeSouza
Math 1140 - Luiza DeSouza
Math 1160 - Luiza DeSouza
Math 1300 – TBA
Math 1400 – Luciana Bobitan
Math 1500 - Dustin Belt
Math 1700 - Elena Koucherik
Math 2100 - Luciana Bobitan
Math 2300 - Elena Koucherik
Math 2320 - Zhenbo Qin
Math 4100 – Michael Pang
Math 4140 - Dana Weston

Colloquia Coordinator
Igor Verbitsky

Seminar Coordinators
Algebra—Hema Srinivasan
Analysis—Peter Pivovarov
Geometry/Topology—Zhenbo Qin
Differential Equations—Sam Walsh
Number Theory—TBA
Data Seminar—Dan Edidin

AMS Representative
Peter Pivovarov

MAA Liaison
TBA

SIAM Representative
Stephen Montgomery-Smith
Society of Actuaries Liaison
Luciana Bobitan